The original article shows a statistical model that included both the worker effect of colonies and queen effect of queens in the colonies. However, we would like to note that we estimated the phenotypic variances incorrectly. This error became clear after analyzing data with models only including either worker effect of colonies or queen effect of queens. It then appeared that the estimates of the phenotypic variances between the latter two models differed greatly because we incorrectly computed this variance in the model with worker effect of colonies. This correction brings the aforementioned to attention and contains an adjusted Table 1 and explanation of the backgrounds.
In the paper, we computed the phenotypic variances of traits ignoring that the worker effect is in fact the colony mean, which has consequences for the estimates of heritabilities. The erratum involves Table I with estimated genetic parameters. The correction has no consequences for other elements of the paper, like the estimates of the genetic correlations between traits or the estimation of breeding values or their validation.
The table should read as follows. The phenotypic variance includes the variance for worker effect of colonies, which equals 0.317 Var (worker) as it is the variance of a mean; the figure 0.317 equals the average additive genetic relationship between workers in the base population, and can be computed from Eq. (24a) as referred to in the Appendix of the paper. As an example, for honey yield, the phenotypic variance Var (phenotype) equals 0.317 × 334.1 + 173.6 − 190.3 + 160.1 = 249.3. The heritability for worker effect was calculated as the fraction of the phenotypic variance that can be attributed to colonies and equals 0.317 Var (worker)/Var (phenotype).
In this paper, the statistical model included both the worker effect of colonies and queen effect of queens in the colonies. Our error became clear after we analysed data with models only including either worker effect of colonies or queen effect of queens. It appeared that the estimates of the phenotypic variances between the latter two models differed greatly, in retrospect because we incorrectly computed this variance in the model with worker effect of colonies. 
